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Welcome

To the exciting world of Tor network data
We collect Tor Network data and make it available to our community

We maintain the services that make the data available for researchers and activists
We only use public, non-sensitive data for metrics.

Tor metrics data is collected from Tor nodes preserving the anonymity or security properties of the Tor network.

Metrics data provides important statistics and can be used to detect possible censorship events or attacks against the network.
Some of the data we collect and publish include:

- Where Tor users are from and how they connect to Tor
- How many Tor nodes are online
- How fast and reliable the Tor network is
- How much traffic the Tor network can handle
- How many onion services are on the network
Coming up next

How does 2022 look like?
We want to make our data more easily analysed and explored.

We are exploring the possibility of telemetrics for our future VPN client.

We want to provide more insights to our relay operators to foster a healthier relay community.
If you are interested in Tor metrics and our work please do reach out!